
5year
warranty

FULL-COLOR SUBLIMATION
FOR THE OUTDOORS!



FEATURES
• Five year warranty
• UV stability with superior fade and wear resistance

• Bright white with gloss, matte and texture finishes

• Excellent chemical resistance

• Heavy gauge .045" thickness

• Outstanding image transfer

• No lamination required

• Graffiti proof

COLORTUFF EXT
ColorTuff EXT is the most durable, exterior grade sublimation material available 

today.  Our specially formulated, sublimation friendly aluminum sheet is  

guaranteed to meet the demands of the harshest environments.      

Textured Finish



ColorTuff EXT is the only sublimation sheet material to be offered 

in three distinct surface finishes of gloss, matte non-glare  

and texture to meet the widest range of applications.

These tough panels can be shear cut for smaller custom  

sizes without chipping and cracking.

6" x 12" CT0612
12" x 12" CT1212
12" x 18" CT1218
18" x 24" CT1824
24" x 24" CT2424
24" x 36" CT2436
48" x 96" CT4896

GLOSS
Gloss white. Outdoor weatherable & UV stable.

Sold individually or by case.

6" x 12" CT0612M
12" x 12" CT1212M
12" x 18" CT1218M
18" x 24" CT1824M
24" x 24" CT2424M
24" x 36" CT2436M
48" x 96" CT4896M

6" x 12" CT0612T
12" x 12" CT1212T
12" x 18" CT1218T
18" x 24" CT1824T
24" x 24" CT2424T
24" x 36" CT2436T
48" x 96" CT4896T

MATTE
Matte white. Outdoor weatherable & UV stable.

TEXTURED
Textured white. Outdoor weatherable & UV stable.

Gloss Finish

Matte Finish



EXTERIOR SIGNAGE
Perfect for demanding exterior applications where clear, visible  

directional or safety signage is a must.  Material may be mounted with  

a wide range of traditional techniques including post, flag and wall  

mount using screws, slat systems, adhesive and tapes.     

5 YEAR WARRANTY | UV STABLE

APPLICATIONS



ART
Ideal for art applications in exterior environments, 

ColorTuff EXT texture mimics canvas giving the  

masterpiece a more artistic appearance.     
 

APPLICATIONS
5 YEAR WARRANTY | GRAFFITI PROOF



DIRECTORIES
Directories and custom wayfinding signs are used in many places such as  

malls, office buildings, airports, professional offices, and city buildings.  

ColorTuff EXT gives you the ability to create full-color, exterior signage that 

easily matches existing architectural and design elements.

APPLICATIONS

5 YEAR WARRANTY | OUTSTANDING DURABILITY 



WAYFINDING
Create full-color graphic wayfinding signage with clear  

messaging that stands out. Wayfinding signage is a key form of 

communication for campus visitors.

5 YEAR WARRANTY | CHEMICAL RESISTANT

APPLICATIONS



.

DISPLAY
Full-color exterior displays are an easy and convenient way to bring your 

marketing message front and center. ColorTuff EXT is perfect for any 

A-Frame easel or Point-of-Purchase application.

APPLICATIONS

5 YEAR WARRANTY | OUTSTANDING IMAGE TRANSFER 



PARKS AND RECREATION
Add full-color graphics and images on outdoor park and recreational  

signage. Providing colorful area maps or informational graphics help deliver 

 clear messaging for any outdoor exhibit or display.

5 YEAR WARRANTY | HEAVY GAUGE THICKNESS

APPLICATIONS



PHOTOGRAPHY
Create a dynamic visual impact with our superior ColorTuff EXT  

aluminum panels.  You now have the ability to provide high-definition,  

durable photos for exterior spaces.  Display your professional  

photographs or artwork like never before.



PRODUCT TESTING

ColorTuff EXT SUPER DURABLE  
powder coated panel  decorated with  
REGULAR  subilmation plotter inks

STANDARD liquid coated panel
decorated with REGULAR
sublimation plotter inks

ColorTuff EXT sublimated powder coated panel Non-ColorTuff EXT sublimated, liquid coated panel

QSUN COLOR FADE TESTING
Color-fade results after accelerated weather testing on colored CMYK strips exposed for 1300 hours.

OUTDOOR UV RESISTANCE



Home Office
Minneapolis, MN

order online today at 
jpplus.com

1-800-869-7800
Arizona | California | Florida | Georgia | Illinois 

Minnesota | New York | Ohio | Oklahoma | Texas

PROUDLY SERVING THE U.S.A.
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